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Eleven Biotherapeutics (EBIO - $2.70) 

Upcoming Phase III Study Results Could Potentially Place 

Vicinium on a Regulatory Filing Path Soon – Initiating Coverage 

We are initiating coverage on Eleven Biotherapeutics with a Buy rating and 12-

month price target of $8. EBIO is a late clinical stage oncology story with Vicinium 

in NMIBC Phase III development as the lead value driver. The near-term major 

event is the Phase III study 3-month data readout on May 21, 2018. 

• Lead value driver is the potential success of Vicinium in BCG unresponsive 

NMIBC Phase III trial development. The majority of EBIO’s share value, we 

believe, relies on the successful development of Vicinium as a 2nd-line treatment 

in Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) unresponsive non-muscle invasive bladder 

cancer (NMIBC) patients. Vicinium is an EpCAM (epithelial cell adhesion 

molecule)-targeted immunotoxin and is well differentiated from other approved 

or in-development therapies in this space. We believe the very promising Phase 

II results bode well for the potential success of the ongoing Phase III (VISTA) 

trial.  The 3-month CR rate readout of the VISTA study is scheduled on May 21 

at the American Urological Association (AUA) meeting. The primary endpoint 

is the 12-month CR rate and duration of response (DoR) in carcinoma in situ 

(CIS) patients; and the topline results are expected in 2Q19.  

• Vicinium could be one of the leading 2nd-line NMIBC developments. Despite 

multiple clinical developments in NMIBC, we believe Vicinium could be the first 

to enter the market if approved. We believe the unmet need is significant despite 

the availability of radical cystectomy (removal of the bladder) given the post-

surgical AEs and the desire to keep their bladder by patients. We estimate 

Vicinium could potentially reach the U.S. market in 2021. 

• Developments of additional pipeline likely add value in the future. In addition 

to being a single agent as a potential 2nd-line NMBIC therapy, NCI is conducting 

a Phase I study evaluating Vicinium plus PD L-1 inhibitor (Imfinzi from AZN) 

as potential 1st-line NMIBC therapy. The intralesional delivered Vicinium 

(formerly Proxinium) also has shown efficacy in treating late stage head and neck 

cancer (SCCHN). Further, a systemically delivered VB6-845d is in preclinical 

development.     

• Upside remains at the current valuation. With Vicinium rapidly completing 

the Phase III study with a possible product launch in 2021 if approved; we believe 

EBIO shares remain undervalued at current levels. Our 12-month $8 price target 

is based on probability adjusted DCF, NPV-driven sum-of-the-parts and peer 

comparable analyses.  
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(June)  1Q 2Q 3Q 4Q FY P/E  

FY-18E  -0.15   -0.15   -0.14   -0.14   -0.58    N.A.  

FY-17A  -0.25   -0.30   -0.37   -0.22   -1.11    N.A.  

FY-16A   -1.76      -1.76      -1.76      -1.76     0.09    N.A.  

FY-15A   -0.36    -0.36    -0.50    -0.54    -1.76    N.A.  
         

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates  
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Investment Thesis   

• We are initiating coverage of Eleven Biotherapeutics (EBIO) with a 

Buy rating and a 12-month price target of $8. Eleven Biotherapeutics 

is a late-clinical stage oncology therapy focused biotechnology company; 

Vicinium in Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) unresponsive non-muscle 

invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) Phase III trial development is the lead 

value driver. Vicinium is developed from the company’s Targeted Protein 

Therapeutics (TPTs) platform with additional products, like VB6-845d, 

which has the potential as a systemically delivered therapy for solid 

tumors.  In our opinion, the likely positive pivotal study 3-month and 

topline results of Vicinium in NMIBC would be a near-term potential 

value driver. This represents upside many investors are not familiar with. 

EBIO acquired this promising asset only approximately one and half 

years ago, following the failure of EBI-005 in allergic conjunctivitis 

Phase III study led by the prior management team.  

• Vicinium, a novel EpCAM-targeted recombinant fusion protein, is 

deep in a NMIBC Phase III trial. Topline results are expected in 

2Q19, after reporting the 3-month CR readout at the 2018 AUA 

meeting on May 21, 2018. Vicinium is a novel epithelial cell adhesion 

molecule (EpCAM)-targeted recombinant fusion protein with 

Pseudomonas exotoxin A (ETA) as payload. The mechanism of action of 

cancer cells elimination is via blocking protein synthesis. Vicinium is 

currently under a Phase III (VISTA) study (n~134 including 77 with 

carcinoma in situ or CIS) in BCG unresponsive NMIBC. The primary 

endpoint is the 12-month CR rate and duration of response (DoR) 

(Kaplan-Meier estimate) in CIS patients with or without papillary 

disease. Patient enrollment of the VISTA study was completed in 

03/2018. The company will report the three-month CR rate data focusing 

on the first 75 evaluable CIS patients on May 21, 2018 at the American 

Urological Association (AUA) annual meeting. It is reported that >95% 

CIS patients of the study expressed EpCAM on the surface of tumor cells. 

The topline twelve-month data are expected in 2Q19.  EBIO indicated 

that if the outcome from the VISTA trial is positive, the company plans 

to file for approval and, if apprived, commercialize Vicinium themselves. 

Our bullish view on Vicinium in BCG- NMIBC development stems from 

the promising results from the prior Phase II and Phase I studies as well 

as the trial design adjustments of the VISTA trial. The Phase II trial that 

evaluated Vicinium in 46 CIS (with or without Ta or T1) NMIBC patients 

previously treated with BCG showed CR rate  of 44% at three month and 

16% at 12 month. On the safety side, Vicinium treatment is generally 

well-tolerated. The study is comprised of the initial induction and the 

subsequent maintenance phases. The total number of treatments for the 

first year of the VISTA study has been expanded to 18 from 12 at the 

induction stage, and to 18 from 9 at the maintenance stage (vs. arm 2 of 

Phase II study). This was based on the assumption, supported by 

Our $9 price target is supported by 

probability adjusted DCF and peer 

comparable analyses.  

Vicinium is currently under a Phase 

III (VISTA) study (n~134 including 77 

with carcinoma in situ or CIS) in BCG 

unresponsive NMIBC. The primary 

endpoint is the 12-month CR rate in 

CIS patients with and duration of 

response (DoR) (Kaplan-Meier 

estimate).  

Our bullish view on Vicinium in 

BCG- NMIBC development stems 

from the promising results from the 

prior Phase II and Phase I studies 

as well as the trial design 

adjustments of the VISTA trial. 
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empirical experience, that an increased number of administrations of 

Vicinium could potentially increase the CR rate and DoR. In addition, the 

design of the VISTA study is consistent with FDA’s recent guidance for 

developing therapeutics in this space. Unmet need in  BCG unresponsive 

NMIBC is high given many patients would like to have a bladder sparing 

treatment option without the radical cystectomy (removal of bladder) 

surgery. The only approved drug, Valstar (valrubicin) has a poor AE 

profile, such as spasm and urinary incontinence, and with very mild 

efficacy – ~10% CR rate at 12 months. Should Vicinium demonstrate 

encouraing and durable CR rate at 12 month, we believe urologists could 

consider use this drug in high risk BCG unresponsive NMIBC patients 

more enthusiasticly instead of the current practice of taking immediate 

radical cystectomy as a possibly curative approach with material AEs. 

Further, we believe significant portions of BCG unresponsive NMIBC 

patients (possibly more than 50%) might delince radical cystectomy and 

seek other therapeutic options.  Further, we believe the potentially 

proposed performance-based pricing strategy (with some similiarty to 

that of the CAR-T therapy) by the management for Vicinium could be 

appealing to various stakeholders, like phyician, patient and payer, and 

as such, could also facilitate the adaption for the use of Vicinium if the 

drug is approved. In addition, based on the devleopment stage and the 

timeline, Vicinium is one of the most advanced devleopments in this 

space. Accordingly and if the pivotal study outcome is robust, we 

estimate Vicinium could potentially reach the market in 2021.                      

• Additional Vicinium clinical developments could add more upside to 

EBIO shareholders. In addition to the Phase III development of the 

Vicinium monotherapy, the NCI (National Cancer Institute) is 

conducting a Phase I study evaluating the combination of Vicinium and 

durvalumab (Imfinzi) as a potential therapy in in patients with high-grade 

NMIBC (CIS, Ta or T1). Imfinzi is AstraZeneca’s PD-L1 inhibitor, 

which is approved in locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma 

refractory to various platinum-containing chemotherapy. Vicinium has 

demonstrated the potential for promoting host anti-tumor immune 

responses and could augment anti-tumor activity of checkpoint inhibitor, 

such as Imfinzi. It would be very interesting to access the clinical 

outcome of this combination. Anti-tumor immune responses of Vicinium 

was demonstrated by causing targeted cells undergoing immunogenic cell 

death (ICD). Specifically, Vicinium causes damage-associated molecular 

patterns (DAMPs), a hallmark of ICD, which function as adjuvants to 

activate host antitumor immune responses. Clinically, a different version 

of Vicinium (Proxinium) has exhibited tumor shrinkages in both targeted 

and non-targeted lesions from a Phase I/II study in late stage squamous 

cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN). This is possibly due to 

the activation of a T cell-mediated anti-tumor response through a process 

called cross-priming. SCCHN could be another indication that Vicinium 

might pursue going forward.  Another early stage product, VB6-845d, is 

an intravenously delivered EpCAM-targeted fusion protein with de-

bouganin as a novel payload as a potential therapy in solid tumor. VB6-

845d is currently at preclinical development. Further, Roche licensed 

EBI-031, an IL-6 monoclonal antibody and other antagonist antibody 

technology, which could be a hidden value driver for EBIO shareholders 

going forward.   

The National Cancer Institute is 

conducting a Phase I study 

evaluating the combination of 

Vicinium and durvalumab (Imfinzi) 

as a potential therapy in in patients 

with high-grade NMIBC (CIS, Ta 

or T1). 
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• Valuation is favorable.  We believe EBIO shares are undervalued, based 

on the expectation that the lead product, Vicinium in BCG unresponsive 

NMIBC Phase III trial development is likely to be positive. Accordingly, 

our $8 price target is supported by probability-adjusted DCF, NPV-driven 

sum-of-the-parts and comparable analyses We are recommending EBIO 

shares to long-term oriented investors with higher risk tolerance. 
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Company Description 

Eleven Biotherapeutics is a late clinical stage oncology-focused biotech company. 

Vicinium, an EpCAM (epithelial cell adhesion molecule)-targeted recombinant 

fusion protein, in Phase III study as a potential 2nd-line therapy for in Bacillus 

Calmette Guerin (BCG) unresponsive non-muscle invasive bladder cancer 

(NMIBC) is the lead value driver. Vicinium could potentially become one of the 

leading developments in NMIBC. In addition to direct targeting the EpCAM-

expressing cancer cells, Vicinium also has a second mechanism of action of cell 

killing by enhancing the local anti-tumor immune response. Vicinium is currently 

in a Phase III (VISTA) study with topline results expected in 2Q19.  In addition 

to being a single agent as a potential 2nd-line NMBIC therapy, NCI is also 

conducting a Phase I study evaluating Vicinium plus PD L-1 inhibitor ((Imfinzi 

from AZN) as potential 1st-line NMIBC therapy. The intralesional delivered 

Vicinium (formerly Proxinium) also has shown efficacy in treating late stage head 

and neck cancer (SCCHN). Further, EBIO has a second immunotoxin, VB6-845d, 

which can be delivered systemically; and the drug currently is in preclinical 

development.         
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Anticipated milestones in 2018 and beyond  

 

Source: Laidlaw & Company and company presentation. 

  

Program Indication Event Timing Importance

Report Phase III (VISTA) study 3-month interim results 

at the AUA meeting
 May 21, 2018 ****

Potentially report Vicinium/durvalumab Phase I study 

biomarker results 
3Q18 ***

Report Phase III (VISTA) study 12-month interim results 2Q19 ****

Potentially file BLA 2H19 ***

VB6-845d Solid tumors Potentially start Phase I study 2019 ***

**** / ***** Major catalyst event that could impact share price very significantly while *** event is more informative 

Non-muscle invasive bladder 

cancer (NMIBC)
Vicinium
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Eleven Biotherapeutics Pipeline 

 

 

  

Product Indication Preclinical Phase I Phase II Phase III Filing/marketed Comments

Vicinium
Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer 

(NMIBC)-BCG refractory high-grade

Three-month interim Phase III readout 

in 2Q18,  topline 2Q19

Vicinium + 

Durvalumab

Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer 

(NMIBC)-BCG refractory high-grade

Proxinium + CPI
Squamous cell carcinoma of the head and 

neck (SCCHN)

VB6-845d Solid tumors

EBI-031 Partnered with Roche

Source: Laidlaw & Company and company presentation.
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EBIO’s Lead Value Driver is the Potential Success of Vicinium 
in BCG-Unresponsive Non-Muscle Invasive Bladder Cancer 
(NMBIC) – Supported by Positive Phase II and the Upcoming 
Likely Encouraging Interim Phase III Results  

Among EBIO’s pipeline, we view Vicinium as the lead value driver.  The product 

is currently in Phase III pivotal study as a potential treatment in Bacillus Calmette 

Guerin (BCG) unresponsive non-muscle invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC).  The 

company is scheduled to report the 3-month interim results of the Phase III 

(VISTA) trial at the upcoming American Urological Association (AUA) annual 

meeting (May 21, 2018) with the topline results expected in 2Q19.    

What is Vicinium 

Vicinium is an immunotoxin initially developed by Viventia Bio, which EBIO 

acquired in 3Q16.  Vicinium was developed based on Viventia’s Targeted Protein 

Therapeutics (TPTs) platform. Vicinium, a recombinant fusion protein, is 

comprised of a humanized single-chain variable fragment (scFv), targeting 

specifically for EpCAM (epithelial cell adhesion molecule), and a truncated form 

of Pseudomonas exotoxin A (ETA252–608) connected by a stable peptide (linker) 

(Figure 1). EpCAM is highly expressed (>98%) on the surface of carcinoma cells 

including superficial transitional cell carcinomas (TCC) of the bladder. In 

addition, EpCAM expression increases as these cancers progress from lower to 

higher grades. EpCAM expression on normal bladder cells is very low. ETA 

functions as a payload that could eliminate cancer cells.  

Figure 1: Structure of Vicinium 

   

Source: Company presentation 

Vicinium is delivered intravesically (through an indwelling catheter) directly into 

the bladder. The rationale for this locoregional delivery method is to reduce the 

Vicinium, a recombinant fusion 

protein, is comprised of a 

humanized single-chain variable 

fragment (scFv), targeting 

specifically for EpCAM 

(epithelial cell adhesion 

molecule), and a truncated form 

of Pseudomonas exotoxin A 

(ETA252–608) connected by a 

stable peptide (linker).   
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toxicity associated with systemic administration and to mitigated immunogenicity 

caused by the presence of foreign proteins.  

The overall mechanism of action of Vicinium is to interrupt the protein synthesis, 

leading to cell death. In detail, Vicinium will internalize inside the cell after the 

drug binds to the EpCAM antigen on the cancer cell surface. Once inside, furin 

(a proteinase) within the endosome will cleave the drug and release ETA. ETA 

then hydrolyzes NAD to free up ADP-R, which will then modify EF-2 (a critical 

element for protein synthesis) by binding to its ADP-R ribosylates diphthamide 

residue. The modified EF-2 will block protein synthesis, leading to cell death 

(Figure 2).  

Figure 2: The mechanism of cell killing action of Vicinium 

   

Source: Company presentation 

The company’s TPTs platform creates single fusion protein with a differentiated 

payload. The benefit of this platform is the elimination of payload conjugation 

and multi-step manufacturing. In addition, management believe TPTs could have 

a dual action of both directly killing the cancer cell and enhancing the local 

immune response. Due to the inherent immunogenicity of the ETA moiety, 

Vicinium is only used for the treatment of loco-regionally accessible tumors, such 

as localized bladder and head and neck cancers. 

Results from the prior Phase II study highly encouraging 

After completing a positive Phase I study, the company conducted an open-label 

Phase II trial evaluating Vicinium in 46 NMIBC [all were CIS (carcinoma in situ) 

either with or without Ta or T1] patients previously treated with BCG. The 

objective of the study was to determine the complete response (CR) at 3 months 

and the level of durable CR rate at 12 months as primary endpoint. A CR was 

defined as no histological evidence of disease and negative urine cytology. 

Due to the inherent immunogenicity 

of the ETA moiety, Vicinium is only 

used for the treatment of loco-

regionally accessible tumors, such 

as localized bladder and head and 

neck cancers.  
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The study was comprised of the initial induction and the subsequent maintenance 

phases. The study was also divided into two arms mainly based on differences in 

the induction and the early maintenance phase. The objective of the treatment arm 

2 was to evaluate possible benefits of a longer induction cycle. Patients weekly 

received instillations of 30 mg of Vicinium. The study demonstrated that 

Vicinium showed evidence of clinical efficacy. Specifically, both arms achieved 

a ~40% CR at 3-month and 14% and 17% of CR at 12-month of arm 1 and arm 

2, respectively (Figure 3, left). The waterfall plot results are shown at the right 

panel of Figure 3.  In addition, the response appears to be durable as all patients 

who were a CR at one year remained disease-free at least 18 months.  As a 

combined group, the 12-month CR rate was ~16%, while 6-month CR rate was 

27%.  

Figure 3: Phase II study CR results (left) and waterfall plot (right) 

    

Source: Company presentation 

Figure 4: Phase II study waterfall plot results of arm A or 1 (left) and arm B or 2 (right) 

   

Source: Company presentation 

On the safety side, Vicinium treatment is generally well-tolerated. 65% of patients 

had an AE related to treatment; majority being local bladder.  Further, three SAEs 

reported and none determined to be drug related. 

The Vicinium in BCG-experienced NMIBC Phase II study was an open-label, 40-

patient, two-arm trial. In arm 1, patients at induction treatment received six 

consecutive once-weekly Vicinium treatment, followed by six weeks off. If 

achieved CR, patients start maintenance treatment of three consecutive once-

The study was comprised of the 

initial induction and the subsequent 

maintenance phases. The study was 

also divided into two arms mainly 

based on differences in the induction 

and the early maintenance phase. 

The objective of the treatment arm 2 

was to evaluate possible benefits of 

a longer induction cycle. 

As a combined group, the 

12-month CR rate was 

~16%, while 6-month CR 

rate was 27%.  
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weekly Vicinium treatment repeated every three months for at least one year.  If 

CR was not achieved (n=13), an additional cycle of induction treatment was 

applied (n=9) before starting maintenance treatment (n=2). In arm 2 (n=23), 

patients in the induction phase received 12 consecutive once-weekly Vicinium 

treatments. If CR was not achieved, patients start maintenance treatment of three 

consecutive once-weekly Vicinium treatment repeated every three months for at 

least one year (Figure 5).  

Figure 5: Vicinium in NMIBC Phase II study design 

  

Source: Company presentation 

Based on differences of study design and results of the Phase II trial, EBIO 

learned that: 1) by increasing induction frequency of treatment, it could 

potentially drive more PRs and SDs to CRs (based on the second induction 

therapy of the arm 1); and 2) by increasing frequency of maintenance therapy, it 

could potentially increase the probability of achieving more durable CRs.  

Everything started from the promising Phase I study results  

The genesis of Vicinium clinical development started from the open-label, dose-

escalating Phase I study in 2004. The trial enrolled 64 high-grade Ta or T1 tumors 

with or without CIS (n=17) NMIBC patients. Safety, MTD, potential 

recommended dose for Phase II dose and possible anti-tumor activity (based on 

cystoscopy, biopsy and urine cytology) were study objectives. Eight dose levels 

(0.1 – 30.16 mg) were initially evaluated. Vicinium was administrated once 

weekly for six consecutive weeks. DLTs were not identified and Vicinium was 

generally well-tolerated at each of these escalated doses. Low dose (0.1 – <1.0 

mg) treatments in CIS patient cohort demonstrated a 17% CR rate (1/6) at 3-

months; while the CR rate at 3-months for the high dose (>10 mg) cohorts were 

36% (4/11). In our opinion, the consistency of CR rate at 3-months in CIS patients 

between the Phase II and high dose portion of the Phase I study is reassuring about 

Vicinium’s potency.  

Current and potential upcoming development  

Supported by the encouraging Phase II study results, EBIO commenced an open-

label, non-randomized Phase III clinical (VISTA) trial of Vicinium in high-grade 

NMIBC patients who are unresponsive to prior BCG (two courses) treatments in 

3Q15. The study is scheduled to enroll ~134 patients, including 77 with BGC-

unresponsive CIS patients. The primary endpoint is the 12-month CR rate in CIS 

EBIO have learned that: 1) by 

increasing induction frequency of 

treatment, it could potentially drive 

more PRs and SDs to CRs; and 

2) by increasing frequency of 

maintenance therapy, it could 

potentially increase the probability 

of achieving more durable CRs.  
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patients with or without papillary disease and duration of response (DoR) 

(Kaplan-Meier estimate). The 12-month duration starts from the start of treatment 

(not the end of induction therapy). Some of the secondary endpoints include 18-

month EFS (Event-free survival), time to cystectomy, time to disease recurrence, 

PFS and OS. In this study, patients will receive intravesical delivered Vicinium 

(30 mg in 50 mL of saline) twice a week for six weeks, followed by once-weekly 

treatment for another six weeks, then treatment every other week for up to two 

years (Figure 6).  

Figure 6: Vicinium in NMIBC Phase III (VISTA) study design 

  

Source: Company presentation 

The company completed patient enrollment in March 2018 and anticipates 

reporting three-month CR rate results of CIS patients on May 21, 2018 at the 

American Urological Association (AUA) annual meeting.  According to the 

abstract released, the data include the first 75 evaluable CIS patients, and among 

them, >95% expressed EpCAM on the surface of tumor cells. The data cutoff date 

was December 2017. Vicinium has been well-tolerated. 46% of patients reported 

treatment-related AEs with majority of Grade 1 or 2. The most common AEs, like 

dysuria (12%), UTI or pollakiuria (10%) and hematuria (7%) could be associated 

with catheter-delivery Three treatment-related SAEs were reported, including 

renal failure (CTCAE Grade 5) with cholestatic hepatitis (Grade 4) in one patient 

and acute kidney injury (Grade 3) in a second patient who recovered. We view 

the 3-month results readout a very important catalyst for EBIO shares as it could 

provide the level of CR rate that subsequent treatments would like to maintain for 

the 12-month results readout. The topline twelve-month data are expected in 

2Q19. EBIO indicated if the outcome from the VISTA trial is positive, the 

company plans to file for approval and commercialize Vicinium themselves if 

approved.   

Our take: Given the encouraging Phase II study readout, especially the results 

from the CIS only portion and the potential positive adjustment of the VISTA study 

design (total number of treatment at induction stage to 18 from 12 vs. arm 2 of 

Phase II study; and at maintenance stage, to 18 from 9 for the first year), we are 

optimistic that the probability of clinical success of Vicinium is high. Although 

approved, valrubicin (Valstar) is not an impressive treatment due to a less 

favorable safety profile and very modest efficacy. As a reference for CR at 6-

months, Vicinium Phase II readout demonstrated superior outcome vs. valrubicin 

(26% vs. 18%).   

Another interesting relevant event that some investors might want to handicap for 

the potential regulatory success of Vicinium is the failed BLA for MCNA in high 

risk BCG refractory NMIBC by Telesta Therapeutics in 4Q15. The MCNA pivotal 

The 12-month duration starts 

from the start of treatment (not 

the end of induction therapy).  

EBIO anticipates reporting 

three-month CR rate results 

of CIS patients on May 21, 

2018 at the American 

Urological Association (AUA) 

annual meeting. 

We view the 3-month results 

readout a very important 

catalyst for EBIO shares as it 

could provide the level of CR 

rate that subsequent treatments 

would like to maintain for the 

12-month results readout.    

The total number of treatment 

at induction stage to rose to 18 

from 12 vs. arm 2 of Phase II 

study; and at maintenance 

stage, to 18 from 9 for the first 

year. 
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study (Study 301) achieved 21% one-year disease free survival (DFS) rate of its 

primary endpoint, which did not meet the 40% objective of the study. The 

AdComm voted against for the approval (18 to 6) and the FDA later issued a 

CRL. The mechanism of action of Mycobacterium phlei cell wall-nucleic acid 

complex (MCNA) is an immune-stimulator, very similar to that of BCG. 

First, we believe the design of the MCNA study is different from that of Vicinium 

trial and they should not be compared directly. The Study 301 enrolled patients 

(n=129) with both CIS-containing disease and with resected papillary-only 

disease; the latter were at different risks for recurrence. As such, the FDA has 

concern that the appropriateness of primary endpoint outcome, which is based on 

the readouts from combined patient cohorts. In addition, the agency also has 

concern regarding the primary endpoint, DFS, which is a time-to-event analysis 

(Kaplan-Meier method). The FDA believes it could over-estimate disease-free 

duration, particularly in CIS-containing patients as they were not disease-free at 

the trial entry, and thereby introduce a bias into the treatment effect estimate. 

Within the CIS-containing patients (n=93), MCNA treatment generated a 27% 

CR rate at 6 months with a median CR duration of 15.1 months. Some other issues 

of the Study 301 include: 1) the discrepancies between local and central 

pathology reports; 2) patients include BCG refractory and BCG relapse; and 3) 

papillary-only patients have undergone TURBT prior to start the MCNA therapy. 

Together, we believe Study 301 is not a well-designed trial and had some 

execution problems. As such, the overall results could be more controversial, 

resulting in disapprovals by the AdComm votes and the FDA decision, despite the 

agency did recognize that the potential clinical benefits of MCNA treatment in 

CIS-containing patients.  

Overall, we believe the study design of the VISTA trial is much more 

straightforward as well as appropriate (patient cohort is very uniform). The trial 

design is consistent with the latest FDA guidance for potentially providing 

evidence of effectiveness of a tested drug of this indication. In addition, we believe 

by focusing only on the CIS-containing patients for the primary endpoint is 

appropriate since greater unmet need exist given CIS is the most aggressive stage 

of NMIBC and it is often refractory to currently available treatment. For example, 

it is very difficult for the transurethral resection of the bladder tumor (TURBT) 

procedure to remove cancer cells given those cells do not protrude out from the 

urothelium surface into bladder lumen. Further, BCG failure rate is high (~40% 

in two years). As such, radical cystectomy (possibly curative) has been the major 

treatment option after BCG failure despite associated co-mortality and co-

morbidity. It is estimated that the number of patients decline taking radical 

cystectomy is roughly equal to those who undergo the procedure. For those who 

decline, treatment options left would be entering clinical trial or unapproved 

intravesical chemotherapy, like gemcitabine, which could achieve ~10% one-year 

recurrence free survival.  As such, an effective 2nd-line treatment post BCG failure 

would be very welcomed – a position that the FDA agrees with. VISTA trial is 

centralized reviewed for potentially achieving greater consistency of the 

readouts.   

The Study 301 enrolled patients 

(n=129) with both CIS-containing 

disease and with resected 

papillary-only disease; the latter 

were at different risks for 

recurrence.   
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As for the commercial outlook of Vicinium, some investors might have the concern 

as whether the dominance of taking radical cystectomy can be eroded since this 

modality could be a potential cure even with other therapeutic options available. 

We agree this is the current disease management landscape since the armatorium 

of treatment options lacks a viable alternative. We, however, also believe if an 

effective and safe treatment option was available, many patients would likely to 

seek such a therapeutic alternative for sparing their bladder for one or more years 

(most are elderly patients). In addition, given not all patients can experience a 

very long duration of disease free status, a potentially more equitable clinical 

performance-based pricing tactic could possibly also increase the adoption of 

such a drug.   

Additional shot on goal with combination of Vicinium and durvalumab 

(Imfinzi) potentially as 1st-line NMIBC therapy  

The Cooperative Research and Development Agreement (CRADA) was signed 

between the NCI (National Cancer Institute) and EBIO and AstraZeneca (AZN – 

NR) in 2Q17. The agreement was for an NCI-sponsored clinical evaluation of a 

combination of Vicinium and durvalumab (Imfinzi) as a potential therapy in in 

patients with high-grade NMIBC (CIS, Ta or T1). Imfinzi, a PD-L1 inhibitor, 

currently is approved for the treatment of locally advanced or metastatic urothelial 

carcinoma refractory to various platinum-containing chemotherapy. In addition, 

it is also approved for the unresectable Stage III NSCLC which is controlled by 

concurrent platinum-containing and radiation therapies. Dr. Piyush K Agarwal of 

NCI is the principal investigator of this study. This single-arm Phase I study 

expects to enroll 40 patients with completion projected in mid-2020, according to 

clinicaltrial.gov. Key endpoints include safety, tolerability, preliminary anti-

tumor activity of combination of Vicinium and durvalumab.  

The study is divided into two phases: the run-in and the expansion. For the run-in 

test, patients will receive Vicinium (30 mg) weekly for 12 weeks during the 

induction phase followed by Vicinium every other week for at least one year with 

an option for a total of up to 2 years during the maintenance phase.  Concurrently, 

patients also receive Imfinzi (1,500 mg IV) once every 4 weeks for 12 months 

and potentially up to 24 months providing the patient can tolerate the therapy and 

remains recurrence free. Patients also will receive Imfinzi once every 3 months 

later to provide an immune boost (Figure 7). The study design of the expansion 

phase is like that of the run-in phase, except the former is dosed at MTD (n=24), 

while the latter is of escalating dosing (n=12).    

Figure 7: Vicinium plus Imfinzi in NMIBC Phase I study design 

  

Source: Company presentation 
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Evaluation (cystoscopy, urinary cytology and bladder biopsy) will be carried out 

every three months, and if CR achieved and maintained, patients could receive 

maintenance treatment up to 7 cycles. Biomarkers from patient samples will be 

assessed for potentially support broader combination studies. Potentially 

Vicinium/durvalumab in high-grade NMIBC Phase I study biomarker results 

could be reported in 3Q18. 

Given: 1) Vicinium has initially demonstrated the potential for promoting host 

anti-tumor immune responses and could augment anti-tumor activity of 

checkpoint inhibitor, and 2) Imfinzi is approved in platinum refractory locally 

advanced or metastatic bladder cancer; it is very logical, in our opinion, to explore 

the potential of a Vicinium and Imfinzi combination therapy.  However, it is also 

noted that locally delivered therapy is more optimal for NMIBC given it could 

mitigate substantial side effects derived from systemically delivered treatment. 

Therefore, it would be very interesting to observe the potential benefits and 

shortcomings of an intravesical and systemic therapy combination.     

By promoting host anti-tumor immune responses, Vicinium has broader 

anti-cancer capabilities besides directly targeted cells 

Recent studies have suggested that in addition to killing cells by directedly 

targeting the cell surface molecules, Vicinium could also have the potential to 

promote cellular immunity against cancer cells in a more systemic manner. This 

potential was initially demonstrated from clinical studies evaluating 

intralesionally delivered Vicinium (formerly named Proxinium) in treating late 

stage squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN).  During the study, 

although tumor shrinkages occur principally in Proxinium injected tumors, tumor 

shrinkage was also observed in non-targeted tumors in some patients, suggesting 

the activation of a T cell-mediated anti-tumor response through a process called 

cross-priming (Figure 8).  

Figure 8: Vicinium in SCCHN showed activities in both injected and non-injected tumors 

   

Source: Company presentation 
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Cross-priming is stimulated by cells undergoing immunogenic cell death (ICD). 

In this case, the demised tumor cells undergoing ICD is a direct consequence of 

Proxinium-targeted cell killing. A cellular hallmark of the presence of ICD is the 

emission of damage-associated molecular patterns (DAMPs), which function as 

adjuvants to activate host antitumor immune responses. Examples of DAMPs 

include cell surface expression of calreticulin; active ATP released from the cell; 

and passive release of high mobility group box 1 protein (HMGB1).  The recent 

EBIO study of Proxinium treated tumor cell lines has demonstrated that the 

distinct DAMPs signals can be detected, which include translocation of 

calreticulin and release of ATP and HMGB1 (Figure 9).  

In addition, given the participation of T cells in mediating anti-tumor response, 

EBIO also tested in an animal model the combination of intratumoral 

(intralesional) injected Proxinium with an anti-PD1 antibody, Nivolumab. It 

demonstrated that Proxinium showed growth suppression of the injected tumor, 

whereas the growth delay of the contralateral, non-injected tumor was more 

pronounced with the addition of Nivolumab. With the potentially synergistic 

effect of the combination from the preclinical study, a Vicinium and durvalumab 

(Imfinzi) in high risk NMIBC Phase I study is underway to explore the potential 

clinical utility of such regimen as described in previous section.   

Figure 9: DAMPs by Proxinium, calreticulin translocation (left) and extracellular release of HMGB1 (right) 

   

Source: Company presentation  

Current management of treatment for bladder cancer 

Bladder cancer is the fourth most common cancer in the U.S. Due to ease of access 

to the location and relatively early diagnosis, bladder cancer is one of the least 

lethal tumors in the U.S. The U.S. prevalence of bladder cancer is ~690,000 with 

annual incidences of 81,190 and deaths of 17,240 (2018 American Cancer Society 

figure). The annual incidences in Europe is 120,000 with 40,000 deaths. The 

worldwide annual incidences are 430,000. Tobacco use is the most important 

etiologic risk factor (~50%) associated with bladder cancer. Bladder cancers can 

be categorized into the more benign non-muscle invasive (~70+%) and the much 

more aggressive muscle invasive (~30%) types (Figure 10).  The non-muscle 

invasive bladder cancer (NMIBC) can be further grouped into Tis (or carcinoma 

in situ or CIS with lesions at urothelium), Ta (lesions at mucosa) and T1 (lesions 
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at lamina propria). Muscle invasive bladder cancer (MIBC) could be segmented 

into T2a, T2b, T3 and T4 stages.   

Figure 10: Bladder cancer classification  

   

Source: Company presentation  

Figure 11 illustrates the percentages of patient of different stages of NMIBC and 

MIBC as well as with different risk stratification. The risk stratification of 

NMIBC is based on multiple factors. Examples include TaLG solitary vs. TaLG 

> 3cm; primary vs. recurrence; and Ta HG < 3cm vs. Ta HG > 3cm or multifocal; 

or any recurrence after BCG. The risk stratification could help to assess the 

outlook for a patient. For instance, the one-year recurrence rate is 15% and 61% 

for low- and high-risk patient, respectively. 

Figure 11: Bladder cancer prevalence breakdown (left) and risk segmentation (right)  

   

Source: Sonpavde G. Postgrad Med. 2005;119(3):30-37 and Dr. Gary Steinberg, 2017 presentation “Cancer of the Urinary Bladder”  

Multiple medical organizations have developed treatment guidance for treating 

NMIBC. Figure 12 is the most recent non-muscle invasive bladder cancer 

algorithm developed by the American Urological Association (AUA)/Society of 

Urologic Oncology (SUO). 
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Figure 12: Non-muscle invasive bladder cancer treatment algorithm 

   

Source: AUA website, http://www.auanet.org/guidelines/non-muscle-invasive-bladder-cancer-(aua/suo-joint-guideline-2016)  

For the treatment of NMIBC, surgery, particularly transurethral resection of 

bladder tumor (TURBT) (Figure 13) is initially carried out. The procedure is 

conducted under general anesthesia in a hospital setting and often requires at least 

an overnight stay. The same procedure could be repeated 4-6 weeks later in the 

case with high grade large, multiple tumors. However, efficacy sometimes could 

be an issue as 34% –76% of patients have evidence of tumor on repeat TURBT 

at 2–6 weeks. Intravesical immunotherapy, like Bacillus Calmette Guerin (BCG) 

could be applied (usually twice with induction and maintenance) to stimulate 

body’s immune system to eradicate small cancer clones that subsequently 

emerged or were unable to be removed earlier by surgical procedure (Figure 14).  

Figure 13: Transurethral resection of bladder tumor (TURBT) 

   

Source: https://www.slideshare.net/LAKSHMIDEEPTHIGEDELA/bladder-cancer-81997940   

BCG was approved to treat NMIBC carcinoma in situ (CIS) in 1990 as a front-

line therapy. With or without TURBT, BCG treatment is associated with high 

failure rates of 50% and 90% within one year and five years, respectively. 

http://www.auanet.org/guidelines/non-muscle-invasive-bladder-cancer-(aua/suo-joint-guideline-2016)
https://www.slideshare.net/LAKSHMIDEEPTHIGEDELA/bladder-cancer-81997940
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Figure 14: Mechanism of action of BCG 

   

Source: Redelman-Sidi et. al., 2014, Nat. Rev. Urol. 11, 153–162   

For MIBC, the treatment options include radical cystectomy (removal of bladder), 

chemotherapy. radiation therapy and more recently approved checkpoint 

inhibitors, like Imfinzi (durvalumab), Tecentriq (atezolizumab) and Bavencio 

(avelumab).  

Among NMIBC, CIS is one of the most aggressive forms given it only could be 

treated by BCG but often becomes refractory. Once it becomes BCG 

unresponsive, radical cystectomy is recommended due to the risk of the cancer 

could progress into invasive disease. Although radical cystectomy has the highest 

cure rate, it is associated with significant mortality and morbidity. For instance, 

90-day mortality rates range from 5.1%-8.1%, while 90-day complication rate 

range from 28%–64%, even in high volume centers1. The high morbidity and 

mortality rates are mainly because the majority of patients are elderly. As such, 

many patients and urologists often view radical cystectomy as a last resort 

therapeutic intervention. It is estimated that there are ~15,000 radical cystectomy 

procedures done each year in the U.S. and also estimated approximately similar 

number of patients might decline taking this treatment option.  

 

Competitors 

There are a good number of clinical developments in bladder cancer, both NMIBC 

and MIBC, at different clinical stages (Figure 15 and 16). For NMIBC, some 

selected examples include:  

                                                           
1 Tan, W S., et. al., Advances in Urology, 2015,  
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Figure 15: Selected NMIBC development pipeline 

  

Source: Laidlaw equity research 

rAd-IFN/Syn3. This is a gene therapy comprised of adenovirus driven alfa-2b 

interferon gene developed by Finland-based FKD Therapies Oy. The therapy is 

currently in Phase III study (n=135) in BCG unresponsive NMIBC with topline 

expected in 2019. Ferring Pharmaceuticals in 2Q18 signed an agreement with 

FKD for the option of the global commercialization rights of rAd-IFN/Syn3 

(formerly instiladrin). The option is exercisable when the therapy receives FDA 

approval. Ferring indicated that they will create a new U.S. oncology division to 

commercialize this therapy. In an earlier Phase II study, 35% (14/40) treated 

patients were high-grade recurrence free at 12 months after the initial treatment. 

rAd–IFNα/Syn3 was well tolerated; without SAEs, and no patient discontinued 

treatment. Two doses of rAd–IFNα/Syn3 were tested: (1×1011 vp/mL, n=21; 

3×1011 vp/mL, n=19). FKD received exclusive rights of rAd-IFN/Syn3 from 

Merck in 2011. rAd-IFN/Syn3 has received breakthrough therapy and Fast Track 

designations issued by the FDA.  

Qapzola (apaziquone). A cytotoxic alkylating agent developed by Spectrum 

Pharmaceuticals (SPPI – NR) currently is undergoing a Phase III trial in low-to 

intermediate risk NMIBC as a surgical adjuvant therapy for patients undergoing 

TURBT.  The primary endpoint is time to recurrence. It is a single-dose (8 mg), 

randomized, double-blind 425-patient study.  Qapzola is a bio-reductive pre-drug 

activated by reductase enzymes, such as bladder tumor expressing DT-

diaphorase, to form the cytotoxic alkylating agent. In our opinion, despite both 

drugs are indicated in NMIBC, Qapzola is not in direct competition against 

Vicinium since targeted patients are of different risk group and stage of therapy. 

VesiGel (mitomycin). This is a longer retention high dose mitomycin developed 

by UroGen (URGN – NR) via their RTGel-based formulation. Vesigel is 

currently in a Phase IIa trial in low-grade NMIBC. VesiGel converts into gel form 

within ~15 minutes at body temperature and gradually dissolves and releases the 

active drug upon contact with urine. The potential benefit of VesiGel is retaining 

mitomycin inside the bladder for several hours vs. less than an hour, of drug in 

the water-based formulation. URGN hopes VesiGel could be a 1st-line therapy 

Name Company Type Indications Status
Valrubicin (Valstar) Endo International plc Analog of the anthracycline doxorubicin NMIBC (BCG nonresponsive) Approved

Vicinium Eleven Biotherapeutics EpCAM-targeted NMIBC (BCG nonresponsive) III

rAd-IFN/Syn3 FKD Therapeutics/Ferring Pharmaceuticals A/S Gene therapy (INF-alfa-2b) NMIBC, high grade, BCG r/r III

Qapzola (apaziquone) Spectrum Pharmaceuticals Alkylating agent activated by  DT-diaphorase NMIBC, high grade III

Mitogel (mitomycin) UroGen Pharma Mitomycin NMIBC, Upper Tract Urothelial Carcinoma III

APL-1202 Asieris Pharmaceuticals (亚虹医药) Methionine aminopeptidase Ⅱ type (metaP2) inhibitor NMIBC, high risk III (China)

ALT-803 Altor BioScience Mab (IL-15) NMIBC (BCG naïve & nonresponsive) II

BC-819 BioCancell Gene therapy (H19 gene) NMIBC II

CG0070 Cold Genesys Oncolytic (adeno-GM-CSF) NMIBC II

VesiGel (mitomycin) UroGen Pharma Mitomycin NMIBC, low grade IIa

VPM1002BC Vakzine Projekt Management GmbH Genetically modified BCG NMIBC I/II

Theralase Theralase Technologies PDT NMIBC Ib

Vesimune (imiquimod) UroGen Pharma Imiquimod NMIBC, high grade Ib

Cavatak Merck (Viralytics) Oncolytic virus NMIBC I

RUTI (vaccine against MDR-TB) Archivel Farma Immune booster NMIBC I

TAR-200 Taris Biomedical Continuously delivery (gemcitabine) NMIBC I

ThermoDox Celsion Docetaxel NMIBC Preclinical

STK-01 (docetaxel) Sitka Biopharma Docetaxel NMIBC Preclinical

VAX014 Vaxiion Therapeutics Integrin-targeted Invasin NMIBC Preclinical

ATX-101 & mitomycin APIM Therapeutics Mitomycin NMIBC Preclinical
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alternative to TURBT. The company also is developing Vesimune for delivering 

imiquimod, an immune-modulation agent, in CIS NMIBC. A Phase Ib trial is 

completed for this program.  The company also is developing Mitogel, which also 

deliver mitomycin in low-grade upper tract urothelial carcinoma (UTUC) with 

topline results from the Phase III (OLYMPUS) trial expected in 3Q18. Primary 

endpoint of OLYMPUS trial is CR at four weeks after the last installation.   

APL-1202. It is an orally available methionine aminopeptidase II (metaP2) 

inhibitor developed by China-based Asieris Pharmaceuticals (亚虹医药). APL-

1202 in combination with intravesical epirubicin is in a Phase III (ACCRUE-1) 

study (n=344) in intermediate- or high-risk chemotherapy relapsed NMIBC in 

China. The trial started in 1Q17 and management anticipates completion in two 

and half years. We believe the therapeutic target for APL-1202 would be novel, 

but the therapeutic window of orally administrated systemic available drug for 

bladder cancer (more optimal delivery method appears to be regional) could be 

more limited given the potential AEs.   

BC-819. It is an intravesical gene therapy developed by BioCanCell (BICL IT – 

NR). BC-819 is DNA plasmid containing diphtheria toxin A under the control of 

the regulatory sequences from the H19 gene. H19 is expressed mainly in cancer 

cells in adults. The company conducted a Phase II study (n=38) evaluating BC-

819 along with the BCG treatment in NMIBC patients after resection (TURBT). 

Among the patients in the study, 16% had CIS lesions. The study showed that 

95%, 78% and 54% of patients were recurrence-free at 3-, 6- and 24-month, 

respectively. The 24-month progression rates were 24%. Five (13%) BC-819 

therapy associated AEs were identified (2 UTIs – 1 mild/1 moderate, 2 hematuria 

– both mild, 1 dysuria - mild) and 29 BCG related AEs also observed.  

BioCanCell plans to start a pivotal Phase III study with the combination of BC-

819 and BCG in 2018, possibly with a SPA designation. In our opinion, we 

believe the initial results from the BC-821 combination Phase II study is 

promising and this setup is potentially a booster for the BCG induction therapy. 

Given the study size is relatively small and it has included NMIBC patients with 

different treatment and response experiences, we believe a larger study with more 

uniform patient population would be needed before we could better dissect the 

efficacy of this treatment. As such, we also do not believe BC-819 is in direct 

competition with Vicinium.   

Overall, the majority of the programs of the NMIBC in-development pipeline are 

focusing on various immune agents (or therapies) or chemotherapies. As such, we 

believe Vicinium is differentiated from most of them as a targeted therapy with 

an anti-tumor immune response component.   

Figure 16 illustrates selected MIBC therapeutic development as reference. 
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Figure 16: Selected MIBC development pipeline 

  

Source: Laidlaw equity research 

Vicinium in BCG unresponsive NMIBC revenue model. Our model (Figure 

17a and b) projects that Vicinium could potentially reach the U.S. market in 2H21 

assuming a robust outcome and via a regular approval pathway. We also assume 

EBIO will market the drug in the U.S. via a small size sales organization.  

Our market model is built from the prevalence of high risk NMIBC assuming a 

majority of the new patients (estimated by annual incidences) have not yet 

reached the circumstance to be eligible for the 2nd-line therapy, which is 

unresponsive to prior BCG treatment. We estimate ~30,000 patients are 

potentially eligible for Vicinium therapy.  We believe this estimate is consistent 

with combined figure of ~15,000 cases of cystectomy procedures conducted each 

year in the U.S. and roughly equal number of patients potentially decline to take 

this procedure. Our discussions with management suggested that the company 

might explore a performance-based pricing strategy that would be potentially 

equitable to all stakeholders, such as patient, payer and the company. We have 

priced Vicinium for two stages: induction and maintenance. We assume Vicinium 

to be priced at $39,000 per patient, relatively on par with approved Valstar, for 

inductive therapy. For patients remaining in CR, they might continue to take the 

maintenance therapy, and we use the 3-month CR rate as a proxy for the 

penetration rate. We also price maintenance therapy at $39,000 per patient given 

patient also takes 18 administrations of Vicinium. As such, we estimate the total 

Name Company Type Indications Status
Bavencio (avelumab) Merck KGaA / Pfizer PDL-1 Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) Approved

Imfinzi (durvalumab) AstraZeneca PD-1 Locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) Approved

Tecentriq Roche PDL-1 Locally advanced or mUC not eligible for cisplatin chemotherapy Approved

Erdafitinib Astex (Otsuka)/Janssen FGFR kinase inhibitor r/r metastatic urothelial cancer with actionable FGFR mutations III 

CYRAMZA (ramucirumab)+docetaxel Eli Lilly Mab (VEGFR 2 inhibitor) r/r locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) III

Epacadostat / pembrolizumab Incyte IDO1 inhibitor, PD-1 Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) II/III

Erdafitinib Johnson & Johnson FGFR tyrosine kinase inhibitor Locally advanced or mUC with FGFR alterations II/III

BMS-986205 (IDO1)+nivolumab BMS IDO1/PD1 Heavily pre-treated I/IIa

BGB-A317 BeiGene PD-1 PD-L1-positive, locally advanced or metastatic UC III (China)

Enfortumab vedotin (ASG-22ME) Astellas/Seattle Genetics ADC (Nectin-4) locally advanced or metastatic urothelial cancer II

CV301 + atezolizumab Bavarian Nordic/Roche CEA and MUC-1, PD-1 r/r locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) II

Afatinib Boehringer Ingelheim EGFR r/r locally advanced or metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) II

Sacituzumab govitecan (IMMU-132) Immunomedics ADC (TROP-2) Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) II

Mocetinostat Mirati Therapeutics HDAC Inhibitor mUC with alterations of CREBBP and EP300 II

S-588410 OncoTherapy Science/Shionogi Cancer peptide vaccine II

Cabozantinib/nivolumab Exelixis Tyrosine kinase inhibitor/PD-1 Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) II

LYC-55716 Lycera RORγ agonists Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) IIa

RX-3117 Rexahn Pharmaceuticals Nucleoside activated (phosphorylated) by UCK2 Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) IIa

MAGE-A10 TCR Adaptimmune TCR I/IIa

CG0070/anti-CTLA-4 Cold Genesys Oncolytic (adeno-GM-CSF)/CTLA-4 MIBC I/II

HALAVEN (eribulin mesylate) Eisai Analog of halichondrin B Locally advanced or metastatic bladder cancer I/II

VB10.NEO Vaccibody AS Cancer vaccine Locally advanced or mUC I/II

SRA737 Sareum/Sierra Oncology Chk1 kinase inhibitor / chemo (low-dose gemcitabine) I

CYAD-01 Celyad CAR-T (NKG2D) I

MEN1309 (OBT076) Oxford BioTherapeutics ADC (CD205) I

DS-8201 + nivolumab Daiichi Sankyo / BMY ADC (HER2), PD-1 HER2-positive metastatic bladder cancer I

NKTR-214 /pembrolizumab Nektar Therapeutics CD122/PD-1 Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) I

Enoblituzumab/pembrolizumab MacroGenics Mab (B7-H3) I

FPA144 Five Prime Therapeutics FGFR2b inhibitor Phase I study closed I

Rogaratinib Bayer AG FGFR kinase inhibitor I

BT062 (indatuximab ravtansine) Biotest AG ADC (CD138) I

Varlitinib Array BioPharma/Aslan Pan-HER inhibitor Bladder cancer I

KITE-718 Gilead Sciences TCR (MAGEA3/A6) Metastatic urothelial carcinoma (mUC) I

TAR-200/nivolumab Taris Biomedical/BMY Continuously delivery (gemcitabine) MIBC I

ADCT-502 ADC Therapeutics ADC Ia

M-400 Marina Biotech siRNA (survivin/PLK1) Preclinical

ELB031 ElsaLys Biotech SA Mab (Tyro3 and MerTK) Preclinical

GS-101 Gene Signal Antisense (IRS-1 inhibitor) Preclinical

H3 Biomedicine PPARγ/RXRα MIBC Preclinical

VPI-101 Vault Pharma Intracellular ribonucleoprotein particle complexes Preclinical

SVX-1 Vaxeal Cancer vaccine (Survivin) Preclinical

MV-NIS Vyriads Oncolytic virus Preclinical

ASC-JM.Z1 AndroScience Androgen receptor enhancer Bladder cancer Preclinical
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annual peak sales for Vicinium could reach $300+MM by 2026 and $500MM by 

2030. We did not incorporate potential revenue from Europe and the ROW. We 

believe EBIO will seek partners in those territories and earn milestone and royalty 

revenues – a value that we have not incorporated into our model. 

Figure 17a: Vicinium in BCG unresponsive NMIBC revenue model 

  

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates   

Figure 17b: Vicinium in BCG unresponsive NMIBC revenue model 

  

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates   

 

Promising results from Intralesional delivered Vicinium (Proxinium) 

in SCCHN could be another value driver  

The company (Viventia before acquired by EBIO) has also explored the potential 

of intralesional delivered Vicinium (formerly named Proxinium with slightly 

different formulation from the intravitreally delivered counterpart) in late stage 

squamous cell carcinoma of the head and neck (SCCHN). The company 

conducted two Phase I studies (Russia: daily regimen; Brazil: weekly regimen) 

and one Phase II study in the U.S. The Phase I studies demonstrated Proxinium 

2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031

Bladder cancer prevalence U.S. 725,251 732,648 740,121 747,671 755,297 763,001 770,783 778,645 786,588 794,611 802,716 810,904

Bladder cancer patient with NMIBC 507,676 512,854 518,085 523,369 528,708 534,101 539,548 545,052 550,611 556,228 561,901 567,633

NMIBC with Ta 329,989 333,355 336,755 340,190 343,660 347,165 350,706 354,284 357,897 361,548 365,236 368,961

NMIBC with high grade Ta 75,897 76,672 77,454 78,244 79,042 79,848 80,662 81,485 82,316 83,156 84,004 84,861

NMIBC with T1 126,919 128,213 129,521 130,842 132,177 133,525 134,887 136,263 137,653 139,057 140,475 141,908

NMIBC with high grade T1 120,573 121,803 123,045 124,300 125,568 126,849 128,143 129,450 130,770 132,104 133,452 134,813

NMIBC with CIS 50,768 51,285 51,808 52,337 52,871 53,410 53,955 54,505 55,061 55,623 56,190 56,763

NMIBC with high grade CIS 50,768 51,285 51,808 52,337 52,871 53,410 53,955 54,505 55,061 55,623 56,190 56,763

High grade NMIBC patients 247,238 249,760 252,307 254,881 257,481 260,107 262,760 265,440 268,148 270,883 273,646 276,437

High grade NMIBC patients treated with BCG 123,619 124,880 126,154 127,440 128,740 130,054 131,380 132,720 134,074 135,441 136,823 138,219

Recurrent BCG treated high grade NMIBC patients 49,942 50,451 50,966 51,486 52,011 52,542 53,078 53,619 54,166 54,718 55,276 55,840

BCG refractory high grade NMIBC patients take drug therapy 30,165 30,473 30,784 31,098 31,415 31,735 32,059 32,386 32,716 33,050 33,387 33,728

% of Vicinium penetration 1% 5% 8% 12% 15% 17% 20% 21% 23% 24% 24%

Vicinium (induction) treated patients 305 1,385 2,457 3,833 4,824 5,578 6,380 6,903 7,502 8,013 8,172

% receive Vicinium maintenance therapy 3% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40% 40%

Vicinium (maintenance) treated patients 9 554 983 1,533 1,929 2,231 2,552 2,761 3,001 3,205 3,269

Annual costs - induction ($) 39,000 39,585 40,179 40,781 41,393 42,014 42,644 43,284 43,933 44,592 45,261

Annual costs - maintenance ($) 39,000 39,585 40,179 40,781 41,393 42,014 42,644 43,284 43,933 44,592 45,261

Vicinium - induction revenue ($MM) 12 55 99 156 200 234 272 299 330 357 370

Vicinium - maintenance revenue ($MM) 0 22 39 63 80 94 109 120 132 143 148

Total Vicinium U.S. sales ($MM) 12 77 138 219 280 328 381 418 461 500 518

Vicinium in BCG unresponsive NMIBC revenue model
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was well tolerated with 53% anti-tumor activity in evaluable EpCAM-expressing 

patients. The study also showed that Proxinium could also have immune driven 

responses (Figure 8).   

The 700 mg weekly dose was confirmed as a recommended dose from the Phase 

II study after testing the 500 and 700 mg doses. The study also showed 71% 

(10/14) of reduction in the bidirectional size (not RECIST criteria) of targeted 

tumor in evaluable patients. Figure 18 shows a waterfall plot of Proxinium Phase 

II/III study with Proxinium plus standard of care (n=36) vs. standard of care alone 

(n=26).  The FDA indicated in 2007 from a meeting that a companion EpCAM 

expression diagnostic is needed for potential Proxinium approval. The company 

developed an immunohistochemical test and an internal examination in H&N 

cancer patients showed an 84% specificity. The company is seeking additional 

feedback from the agency. 

Figure 18: Intralesionally delivered Vicinium in late stage SCCHN Phase II/III trial results 

   

Source: Company presentation 

EBIO currently is focusing on the development of Vicinium on NMIBC and 

potentially to advance intralesional delivered Vicinium in combination with a CPI 

in a Phase I/II trial in SCCHN in the future.  

Strong intellectual property protection of EBIO assets     

Eleven Biotherapeutics owns a robust portfolio of intellectual properties with 

multiple issued and pending patents covering the U.S. and various international 

territories. The company currently owns or exclusively licenses approximately 17 

families of patents and applications, which generally relate to the TPT-based 

product candidates and evolving EBIO’s platform of targeting agents, cytotoxins 

(such as deBouganin) and linker technologies. The objective of EBIO’s IP 

strategy is to attain durable patent protection for at least 15 years from product 

launch. EBIO is preparing additional patent filings, including various targeting 

agents, cytotoxins, and linkers that, with the objective to retain patent protection 

if issued, in 2038 and beyond.   
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VB6-845d, an Earlier Stage EpCAM-Targeted Immunotoxin 
with Novel Payload, Could Be Administrated Systemically  

In addition to Vicinium, an earlier clinical stage product in EBIO’s pipeline is 

VB6-845d – another EpCAM-targeted fusion protein that could be delivered via 

intravenous infusion with a novel payload called de-bouganin. VB6-845d is 

currently in IND-ready development as a potential therapy in solid tumors.  

DeBouganin is a novel payload for cell killing 

Bouganin, originally isolated from the Amazonian tropical shrub, Bougainvillea 

spectabilis, is a novel 29 kDa single-chain type I ribosome-inactivating protein 

(RIP) that can arrest protein synthesis by the de-adenylation of 28s ribosomal 

RNA, resulting in apoptosis (Figure 19). With a more modest toxicity profile, 

bouganin is becoming an emerging toxin payload to be used in anti-cancer and 

anti-viral therapies. In addition, bouganin has a benign safety profile against 

normal, healthy cells, but has potent anti-cancer activity against many types of 

epithelial tumors. One of major obstacles for using toxin as payload is the 

potential of induction of a human anti-toxin antibody response (HATA). EBIO 

has developed a process (deimmunization) that renders the plant protein invisible 

to the immune system, and therefore, further maximizes the therapeutic potential 

of this promising cytotoxic protein to be used in systemic, multi-dose therapeutic 

strategies (Figure 20). Bouganin in its de-immunized form is called deBouganin. 

Figure 19: Mechanism of action of how de-bouganin kill cells 

    

Source: Company presentation 
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The benefit of deBouganin is its potent (at picomolar) cell killing capability and 

it can avoid the development of multiple drug resistance by the cancer cell. As 

such, it has the potential for eradicate more slowly dividing tumor stem cells with 

a broad therapeutic window. Although immunotoxin usually has a shorter half-

life (t1/2) than full length antibody, VB6-845d also has the potential to be 

conjugated with serum albumin for extending the half-life. 

Figure 20: De-immunized bouganin to de-bouganin 

    

Source: Company presentation 

EBIO is currently focusing on the development of Vicinium in NMIBC and plans 

to advance VB6-845d in solid tumors in the future, possibly in collaboration with 

a partner.  

Like Vicinium, VB6-845d also demonstrated the potential of cell killing by 

eliciting biologic features of ICD. A poster presentation at the 2018 AACR 

meeting revealed from an in vitro study that VB6-845d could cause cell surface 

translocation of calreticulin and extracellular release of HMGB1 and ATP (Figure 

21). In addition, VB6-845d may not enrich the expression of immunosuppressive 

biomarkers CD47 or PD-L1. VB6-845d could also facilitate and augment 

checkpoint inhibitor anti-tumor activity. 

Figure 21: VB6-845d in vitro cell killing showed DAMPs (calreticulin, left; HMGB1, center; ATP, right)  

     

Source: Dillon, R. L., et.al., 2018 AARC poster (Abstract # 2788) 
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Roche partnered EBI-031 could be a hidden value driver   

EBIO in 2Q16 licensed EBI-031, a monoclonal antibody and all other IL-6 

antagonist antibody technology to Roche for further clinical developments. EBI-

031 was in preclinical development as an intravitreal injection in diabetic macular 

edema and uveitis.  EBIO has received $7.5MM upfront payment and a $22.5MM 

milestone payment after IND application. EBIO is eligible for potentially up to 

$240MM additional milestone payments and sales-based royalties ranging from 

7.5% to 15% for EBI-031, and up to 50% for other IL-6 compounds. EBIO’s other 

legacy products include EBI-005. 
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Financial Projections and Valuation 

EBIO currently has cash ~$22MM (proforma) based on the 2017 year-end cash 

0f ~$14.7MM plus the ~$10MM proceeds from recent financing. As such, we 

estimate that will sustain the company’s operation into 2019. Although we 

anticipate the company will raise more capital from both dilutive and non-dilutive 

means to fuel their future developments, we believe more visibility and possibly 

positive clinical data of their clinical advancements could afford EBIO more 

favorable terms in their future financing endeavors.   

Our probability-adjusted DCF analysis suggested a one-year target value for 

EBIO of $7.93 based on cash flow until 2032 with an assumed terminal value 

multiple of four and a probability adjustment of 75%.  

Probability-adjusted DCF analysis 

  

 

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates 

Our probability-adjusted-PV-driven, sum-of-the-parts analysis illustrates a 

breakdown of value for each potential value driver, with Vicinium (single agent), 

Vicinium (other indications) and pipeline (VB6-845d) accounting for 82%, 7%, 

and 4% of the total value, respectively. This analysis suggested a 12-month target 

price of $8.02. 

For the peer comparable analysis, we have chosen small groups of oncology-

focused companies, some with focus on bladder cancer development while other 

with Phase II/III developments underway. As such, our peer comparable analysis 

suggests a 12-month target price for EBIO of $8.36. 

Cash driven NPV 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 2028 2029 2030 2031 2032

Revenue 0 0 12,241 76,770 138,190 218,818 279,538 328,110 380,899 418,312 461,441 500,237 517,835 533,370

R&D 18,853 21,493 21,707 22,576 23,479 24,418 25,395 26,156 26,941 27,749 28,582 29,439 30,323 31,232

SG&A 10,159 10,667 29,094 33,071 34,109 35,180 36,285 37,373 38,494 39,399 40,325 41,275 42,247 43,5140 0

Operating income (29,013) (38,160) (46,397) 3,607 53,874 120,398 169,928 209,364 252,329 282,417 317,318 348,487 361,590 372,4380

Net income (28,842) (38,020) (46,236) 2,454 35,133 78,380 110,580 136,220 164,154 183,718 206,411 226,679 235,204 242,260

Period 0.6 1.6 2.6 3.6 4.6 5.6 6.6 7.6 8.6 9.6 10.6 11.6 12.6 13.6

NPV (26,339) (30,193) (31,928) 1,474 18,345 35,588 43,660 46,768 49,007 47,694 46,595 44,496 40,147 35,958

Total DCF 347,611

Terminal value 182,435

Cash (2Q19) 30,000

Total valuation ($ '000) 560,045

Probability adjustment 75%

Value per share $7.93

Shares outstanding (Mid-19) 53,253

Discount rate 15%

Terminal value multiple 4
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NPV driven sum-of-the-parts analysis 

  

Source: Laidlaw & Company estimates 

Comparable analysis 

  

Source: Company reports and Laidlaw & Company estimates 

Together, we assigned our blended 12-month target price for EBIO at $8.00. We 

view our potential valuation of ~$370MM for EBIO shares a year from now 

reasonable given the company may already or almost have the topline VISTA 

readout available with the possibility of preparing for approval.    

 

  

Vicinium BCG unresponsive NMIBC-single agent

Total NPV = 570

Risk-adjusted total NPV = 349

Value per share = $6.61 82%

Vicinium Other indications

Total NPV = 150

Risk-adjusted total NPV = 30

Value per share = $0.57 7%

Pipeline Solid tumors

Total NPV = 150

Risk-adjusted total NPV = 15

Value per share = $0.28 4%

Debt-free cash

Value in Mid-2019 = 30

Value per share = $0.57 7%

Total = $8.02 100%

Urogen URGN NR NA 57.30 16 888 73 0 815

MEI Pharma MEIP Buy 7.00 2.31 37 86 54 0 32

TG Therapeutics TGTX NR NA 13.25 78 1030 85 0 945

CytRx CYTR NR NA 1.80 28 50 38 0 13

GlycoMimetics GLYC NR NA 17.79 43 756 124 0 633

Ziopharma ZIOP NR NA 4.41 142 628 71 0 558

Cel-Sci CVM NR NA 2.34 14 33 2 0 31

Onconova Therapeutics ONTX Buy 10.00 0.38 78 30 34 0 -4

Average 438 60 0 378

Eleven Biotherapeutics BEIO Buy 9.00 3.15 48 151 22 0 129

MEIP share fair value matching its cell therapy peers = $8.36

Potential upside = 165%

Target 

Price ($)

Enterprise Value                 

($ MM)
Company Ticker Rating

Price ($) 

(5/4/18)

Shares 

Outstanding 

(MM)

Market Cap            

($ MM)

Cash       

($ MM)

Debt         

($ MM)
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Major Risks 

Clinical study failure could have a major impact on EBIO share value. 

Despite the robust Phase II study results of Vicinium in BCG unresponsive 

NMIBC, it remains difficult to fully handicap the outcome of the Phase III study, 

both of the 3-month interim analysis and the full 12-month readout, given the 

differences in study design.  Should the study fail to successfully meet the primary 

endpoint, EBIO share value could be substantially impacted. Failures in clinical 

development of other pipeline products could have similar negative impact on 

share price as well. 

Failure or substantial delay of regulatory approval could have a major 

negative impact on EBIO share value. Even if EBIO’s leading and future 

follow-up pipeline products complete clinical studies successfully, risks remain 

as whether the regulatory agencies could approve the regulatory filing. If 

unsuccessful or with substantial delays due to various factors, such as requirement 

for additional studies, the EBIO shareholder value could also be significantly 

impaired.    

Commercial risks remain difficult to handicap. Despite EBIO’s drugs, like 

Vicinium could be approved, it may be difficult to more precisely forecast the 

commercial value of the drug due to various reasons.  Multiple factors that could 

affect the future sales of a drug include: 1) change of competitive landscape, 

possibly due to entrance of new and better drugs especially given the larger 

number of products or therapies (such as gene therapy) in development; 2) the 

pace of physician adoption for the drug use or surgical procedure, like radical 

cystectomy could continue to be the favorable treatment option by physicians; 3) 

pricing flexibility; 4) level or acceptance of reimbursement by third party insurers, 

and 5) potential change of the treatment paradigm and render some drug obsolete. 

In short, if the company’s sales substantially fall short, we believe shareholder 

disappointment could negatively impact the company’s valuation. 

Additional financings could dilute shareholder value. The company currently 

has ~$24MM total cash (proforma) after the recent financing with ~$10MM 

proceeds. As such, EBIO would most likely need more financial resources going 

forward if they want to complete the current and other upcoming clinical studies 

and potentially participate in the commercialization of approved drug. Unless the 

company can successfully explore non-dilutive financial sources, the value to 

current shareholders might be reduced with additional equity offerings, unless the 

share price increase if the upside created due to greater financial resources could 

offset the dilution of current shareholders.  
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Management 
 

Stephen A. Hurly – CEO. Mr. Hurly has served as President & CEO of Eleven 

Biotherapeutics since 2016 and was CEO of Viventia from 2013 till 2016 before 

Viventia was acquired by EBIO.  Prior to joining Viventia, Mr. Hurly served as 

CEO of Burrill & Co.'s Merchant Banking Division from 2011 to 2014. Prior to 

joining Burrill, he served as Head of the Life Sciences Investment Banking 

Practice at Boenning & Scattergood from 2008 to 2011. Prior, he served as 

Managing Director of Janney Montgomery Scott between 2004 and 2008. Prior, 

as Managing Director of JP Morgan between 2001 and 2004. Mr. Hurly received 

an MBA from the University of Chicago.  

Richard F. Fitzgerald – CFO. Mr. Fitzgerald has served as CFO of Eleven 

Biotherapeutics since 2017. Prior to joining EBIO, Mr. Fitzgerald has served as 

CFO of PAVmed from 2015 to 2017. Prior to join PAVmed, Mr. Fitzgerald also 

has been CFO of TechPrecision from 2009 to 2015. Prior, he was with Nucleonics 

from 2002 to 2008 with various positions with the most recently as CFO. Prior, 

he served as corporate development office from 1995 to 2002 and from 1998 to 

2002, as director of corporate development for Exelon Corporation. Prior, he 

served as a senior manager of Coopers & Lybrand from 1985 to 1995. Mr. 

Fitzgerald received a BS degree from Bucknell University.  

Gregory P. Adams, PhD – Chief Scientific Officer.  Dr. Adams serves as Chief 

Scientific Officer of Eleven Biotherapeutics since 2016 and was Chief 

Development Officer of Viventia from 2015 till 2016 before Viventia was 

acquired by EBIO. Prior to joining Viventia, Dr. Adams served as director of 

biological research and therapeutics from 2013 to 2015, and as co-lead the 

Center's Developmental Therapeutics Program from 2009 to 2013 at Fox Chase 

Cancer Center.  Dr. Adams received a PhD degree from University of California 

at Davis. 

David Brooks, MD, PhD – Senior VP, Clinical Development.  Dr. Brooks 

serves as SVP, Clinical Development of Eleven Biotherapeutics since 2017. Prior 

to joining EBIO, Dr. Brooks served as VP, Clinical Research and Translational 

Medicine at Deciphera Pharmaceuticals from 2016 to 2017. Prior, Dr. Brooks has 

served as Senior Director Physician, Oncology Early Clinical Development at 

AstraZeneca. Prior to joining AstraZeneca, he also has served Medical Head, 

Translational Medicine at TESARO from 2011. Prior, as Chief Medical Officer 

and Senior VP at Generation Health from 2010 till 2011. Prior, as Medical 

Director, Global Clinical Medicine at Abraxis Bioscience from 2009 till 2010. 

Prior, he also worked at Shire Human Genetic Therapies from 2007 to 2009 and 

Merck as Associate Director from 2004 till 2007. Dr. Brooks received MD/PhD 

degree from at Cornell Medical School and Sloan-Kettering. 
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Income Statement 

  

Source: Bloomberg LP; Company reports; Laidlaw & Company estimates 

  

Eleven Biotherapeutics, Inc.  –  Income Statement

('000 $)

1Q18 2Q18 3Q18E 4Q18E

Revenues

Product revenues 0 0 -          -          -          -          0 0 0 12,241 76,770 138,190 218,818 279,538

Vicinum revenue 0 0 -          -          -          -          0 0 0 12,241 76,770 138,190 218,818 279,538

Collaboration revenue 1,331 0 -          -          -          -          0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

License revenue 28,650 425 -          -          -          -          0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Revenue 29,981 425 -          -          -          -          0 0 0 12,241 76,770 138,190 218,818 279,538

COGS 1,836 11,515 20,729 32,823 41,931

Research and development 13,479 12,510 3,730 3,444 3,004 3,100 13,278 18,853 21,493 21,707 22,576 23,479 24,418 25,395

General and administrative 14,736 8,070 2,025 2,358 2,405 2,477 9,265 10,159 10,667 11,094 11,471 11,861 12,265 12,682

Loss (gain) from change in fair value of contingent consideration (1,100) 9,100 1,400 1,500 1,500 1,500 5,900 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000 6,000

Marketing and sales 0 0 0 -          -          -          0 0 18,000 21,600 22,248 22,915 23,603

Operaing expense 27,115 29,680 7,154 7,302 6,909 7,077 28,443 29,013 38,160 56,802 61,647 63,588 65,598 67,679

Operating incomes (losses) 2,866 (29,255) (7,154) (7,302) (6,909) (7,077) (28,443) (29,013) (38,160) (46,397) 3,607 53,874 120,398 169,928

Other income (expense), net (970) 226 50           43           45           49           187 171 140 161 169 178 186 196

Income (loss) before taxes 1,896 (29,029) (7,104) (7,259) (6,864) (7,028) (28,256) (28,842) (38,020) (46,236) 3,776 54,051 120,584 170,124

Income tax expense 5 -           -          -          -          -          0 -           -           -           (1,322) (18,918) (42,204) (59,543)

Net income 1,891 (29,029) (7,104) (7,259) (6,864) (7,028) (28,256) (28,842) (38,020) (46,236) 2,454 35,133 78,380 110,580

Net income attributable to common shareholders $1,891 ($29,029) ($7,104) ($7,259) ($6,864) ($7,028) ($28,256) ($28,842) ($38,020) ($46,236) $2,454 $35,133 $78,380 $110,580

Net Earnings (Losses) Per Share—Basic $0.09 ($1.11) ($0.15) ($0.15) ($0.14) ($0.14) ($0.58) ($0.55) ($0.66) ($0.75) $0.04 $0.56 $1.24 $1.74

Net Earnings (Losses) Per Share—Diluted $0.09 ($1.11) ($0.15) ($0.15) ($0.14) ($0.14) ($0.58) ($0.55) ($0.66) ($0.75) $0.04 $0.56 $1.24 $1.74

Shares outstanding—basic 21,083 26,105 47,853 48,253 48,653 51,653 49,103 52,653 57,653 61,653 62,153 62,653 63,153 63,653

Shares outstanding—diluted 21,083 26,105 47,853 48,253 48,653 51,653 49,103 52,653 57,653 61,653 62,153 62,653 63,153 63,653

Margin Analysis (% of Sales/Revenue)

COGS 15% 15% 15% 15% 15%

R&D 45% 2944% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 177% 29% 17% 11% 9%

G&A 49% 1899% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 91% 15% 9% 6% 5%

Operating Income (loss) 10% -6884% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -379% 5% 39% 55% 61%

Pretax 6% -6830% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -378% 5% 39% 55% 61%

Tax Rate 70152% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA NA 35% 35% 35% 35%

Net Income 6% -6830% NA NA NA NA NA NA NA -378% 3% 25% 36% 40%

Financial Indicator Growth Analysis (YoY%)

Total Revenue 2928% -99% -100% N.A. N.A. N.A. -100% N.A. N.A. N.A. 527% 80% 58% 28%

R&D expenses -49% -7% 30% 18% -17% 0% 6% 42% 14% 1% 4% 4% 4% 4%

General and administrative 50% -45% -9% 5% 47% 25% 15% 10% 5% 4% 3% 3% 3% 3%

Sales and marketing 20% 3% 3% 3%

Operaing expense -25% 9% 9% -1% -24% 7% -4% 2% 32% 49% 9% 3% 3% 3%

Operating Incomes (Losses) -108% -1121% 16% -1% -24% 7% -3% 2% 32% 22% -108% 1394% 123% 41%

Pretax Income -106% -1631% 17% -1% -25% 7% -3% 2% 32% 22% -108% 1331% 123% 41%

Net Income -106% -1635% 17% -1% -25% 7% -3% 2% 32% 22% -105% 1331% 123% 41%

EPS - Basic -105% -1340% -40% -49% -62% -37% -48% -5% 20% 14% -105% 1320% 121% 40%

EPS - Diluted -105% -1340% -40% -49% -62% -37% -48% -5% 20% 14% -105% 1320% 121% 40%

Yale Jen, Ph.D.  212-953-4978

Source: Laidlaw and Co. Research and Cytori Therapeutics' SEC filings

2022E 2023E 2024E 2025E2018E 2019E 2020E 2021E20172016
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Source: Bloomberg LP; Company reports; Laidlaw & Company estimates 

  

Eleven Biotherapeutics, Inc.  –  Balance Sheet
(000 $)

1Q18E 2Q18E 3Q18E 4Q18E

Assets

Cash and cash equivalents 36,079 25,342 14,680 17,544 12,452 7,180 16,967 16,967 20,507

Cash and cash equivalents 36,079 25,342 14,680 17,544 12,452 7,180 16,967 16,967 20,507

Prepaid expenses and other current assets 232 585 301 702 711 722 732 732 772

Total Current Assets 36,311 25,927 14,981 18,246 13,163 7,902 17,699 17,699 21,279

Property and equipment, net 407 796 522 502 495 490 487 487 499

Restricted cash 94 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10

Intangible assets 0 60,500 46,400 46,400 46,400 46,400 46,400 46,400 46,400

Goodwill 0 16,864 13,064 13,064 13,064 13,064 13,064 13,064 13,064

Other assets 13 0 120 115 94 88 110 110 102

Total Assets 36,825 104,097 75,097 78,337 73,226 67,954 77,770 77,770 81,354

Liabilities and Stockholders’ Equity

Accounts payable 1,246 1,667 907 1,018 1,059 1,007 1,109 1,109 1,172

Accrued expenses 1,794 1,774 3,813 3,372 3,624 3,327 3,100 3,100 3,336

Notes payable, current portion 4,134 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Deferred revenues, current portion 406 425 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Other current liabilities 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Due to related party 0 114 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Total Current Liabilities 7,580 3,980 4,720 4,390 4,683 4,334 4,210 4,210 4,509

Other liabilities 423 0 215 201 195 191 198 198 207

Warrant liability 115 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Notes payable, net of current portion 9,763

Deferred tax liability 0 16,335 12,528 12,528 12,528 12,528 12,528 12,528 12,528

Contingent consideration 0 45,100 39,600 41,323 43,135 45,000 46,961 46,961 57,536

Total long-term Liabilities 10,301 61,440 52,343 54,052 55,858 57,719 59,687 59,687 70,271

Total Liabilities 17,881 65,420 57,063 58,442 60,541 62,053 63,897 63,897 74,780

Preferred stock 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Common stock 20 25 35 0 0 0 0 0 0

Additional paid-in capital 144,126 161,963 170,330 179,330 179,380 179,460 194,460 194,460 219,710

Accumulated deficit (125,202) (123,311) (152,331) (159,435) (166,694) (173,558) (180,587) (180,587) (209,428)

Total Stockholders’ Equity (Deficits) 18,944 38,677 18,034 19,895 12,686 5,902 13,873 13,873 6,575

Total Liabilities and Stockholders’ Deficit 36,825 104,097 75,097 78,337 73,226 67,954 77,770 77,770 81,354

Yale Jen, Ph.D.  212-953-4978

Source: Laidlaw and Co. Research and Cytori Therapeutics' SEC filings
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Cash flow Statement 

  

Source: Bloomberg LP; Company reports; Laidlaw & Company estimates. 

  

Eleven Biotherapeutics, Inc.  –  Cash Flow Statement
(000 $)

Cash Flows From Operating Activities: 1Q18E 2Q18E 3Q18E 4Q18E

Net profit (loss) (34,156) (33,452) 1,891 (29,029) (7,104) (7,259) (6,864) (7,028) (28,256) (28,842)

Adjustments to reconcile net loss to net cash used in operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization 410 366 178 285 51 63 79 67 260 311

Non-cash interest expense 36 108 26 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Share-based compensation expense 2,432 2,529 4,013 1,381 251 270 295 410 1,226 1,431

Change in fair value of warrant liability 123 (3,104) (110) (5) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Loss (gain) from change in fair value of contingent consideration 0 0 (1,100) 9,100 1,400 1,500 1,500 1,500 5,900 5,209

Loss on extinguishment of debt 459 0 221 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Gain on sale of equipment 0 0 (24) (108) (14) (11) (12) (17) (54) (58)

Expense related to issuance costs allocated to warrants measured at fair value 276

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:

Prepaid expenses and other current assets (259) 110 800 164 (401) (9) (11) (10) (431) (40)

Restricted cash 0 0 84 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Accounts payable 1,021 (1,212) (742) (760) 111 41 (52) 103 202 63

Accrued expenses and other liabilities 1,315 226 (1,936) 1,746 (441) 252 (297) (227) (713) 236

Deferred revenues (964) (100) 19 (425) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Due to related party 0 0 (698) (114) 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Cash Used In Operating Activities (29,307) (34,529) 2,622 (17,765) (6,147) (5,153) (5,362) (5,202) (21,865) (21,690)

Cash Flows From Investing Activities:

Cash acquired in acquisition 0 0 136 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Purchases of property and equipment (137) (287) 325 98 11 12 10 (11) 22 (20)

Net Cash Used in Investing Activities (137) (287) 461 98 11 12 10 (11) 22 (20)

Cash Flows From Financing Activities:

Proceeds from issuance of notes payable, net of debt issuance costs 9,883 5,000 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Payments on equipment financing and notes payable (4,633) (877) (14,124) 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Proceeds from issuance of common stock and common stock warrants, net of issuance costs 70,237 12,650 0 6,908 9,000 0 0 15,000 24,000 25,000

Proceeds from exercise of common stock options and common stock warrants 74 63 269 85 0 50 80 0 130 250

Proceeds from sale of common stock pursuant to ESPP 0 0 35 12 0 0 0 0 0 0

Net Cash Provided by Financing Activities 75,561 16,836 (13,820) 7,005 9,000 50 80 15,000 24,130 25,250

Net increase (decrease) in cash 46,117 (17,980) (10,737) (10,662) 2,864 (5,091) (5,272) 9,787 2,287 3,540

Cash at beginning of period 7,942 54,059 36,079 25,342 14,680 17,544 12,452 7,180 14,680 16,967

Cash at end of period 54,059 36,079 25,342 14,680 17,544 12,452 7,180 16,967 16,967 20,507

Yale Jen, Ph.D. 212-953-4978

Source: Laidlaw and Co. Research and Cytori Therapeutics' SEC filings
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Expected to significantly outperform the sector over 12 
months. 

0.00% 0.00% 0.00% 

Buy (B) Expected to outperform the sector average over 12 months. 66.67% 25.93% 3.70% 

Hold (H) 
Expected returns to be in line with the sector average over 12 

months. 
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Sell (S) 
Returns expected to significantly underperform the sector 
average over 12 months. 
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Gilead Sciences (GILD – Not Rated) 

Marina Biotech (AZN – Not Rated) 
MEI Pharma (MEIP – Buy) 

TG Therapeutics (TGTX – Not Rated) 

GlycoMimetics (GLYC – Not Rated) 
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